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Fighting Ebola with novel spore decontamination ...
Kits (FDKs), a novel, lightweight, compact, reusable decontamination technology to sterilize Ebola-contaminated medical devices at remote clinical
sites lacking infra-structure in crisis-stricken regions of West Africa (medical waste materials are placed in bags and burned) The basis for
effectuating sterilization with FDKs is chlorine dioxide
Ebola Virus Disease: Updated Pathophysiology and Clinical ...
and clinical aspects of the Ebola virus disease including the novel therapeutic measures Ebola virus, a RNA virus, was discovered in 1976 as “ Zaire
ebolavirus “ and currently is responsible for outbreak in the west Africa The mucin-liked region of the Ebola virus envelope play a significant role in
viral infection in non-human primates and
Global overview of Ebola research - European Commission
Overview of Ebola research oriented pathogenesis studies and develop novel diagnostics In addition the project develops and tests solutions to
bottlenecks that prevent rapid clinical research responses in the face of new infectious disease threats The project has the goal of mounting a rapid,
coordinated deployment of Europe’s clinical investigators within 48 hours of a severe
Field validation of novel diagnostic tools for Ebola virus ...
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Field validation of novel diagnostic tools for Ebola virus detection in Sierra Leone Field evaluation of promising tools for the diagnosis of Ebola virus
developed in the framework of the EbolaMoDRAD consortium: Fast RT-qPCR for Ebola RNA detection (by CLONIT Srl and STMicroelectronics Srl,
Italy) Rapid test for Ebola Antigen detection (by Coris BioConcept, Belgium) EbolaMoDRAD project
assets.publishing.service.gov.uk
in Africa’, Bardosh, K (ed), Earthsca n LSHTM Effectiveness of ring vaccination as a control strategy for Ebola virus disease Kucharski, Eggo,
Impact of Ebola experiences and risk perceptions on mental ...
Ebola exposure2 Little is known about the epidemic’s effects on the mental health of the general population in the affected countries Numerous
studies have examined the mental health effects associated with other infectious disease outbreaks including the 2003 severe acute respiratory
syndrome (SARS) epidemic 3–12 and 2009 novel influenza A (H1N1) pandemic13–22 The mental health
Novel Ebola vaccine begins first human trials
Novel Ebola vaccine begins first human trials The first human trial of an experimental vaccine against the Ebola virus has begun, report US
government scientists The initial phase I trial will eventually include 27 volunteers, between the ages of 18 and 44 years Ironically, the trial
announcement came just a day after WHO reported a fresh
Epidemic doubling time of the 2019 novel coronavirus ...
71 We analyzed the epidemic doubling time of the 2019 novel coronavirus outbreak by province in mainland 72 China The mean doubling time of
cumulative incidence in Hubei was 24 days (January 20 through 73 February 2, 2020) but the mean doubling time …
Novel Retinal Lesion in Ebola Survivors, Sierra Leone, 2016
Retinal Lesion in Ebola Survivors, Sierra Leone were contacted by telephone and invited to attend the oph-thalmology clinic for review EVD survivors
from other medical facilities in the region who had reported ophthal-mic complaints also attended the clinic through word of mouth and electronic
social media networking from other survivors EVD
Ebola Emerging Infectious Disease Testing at DCLS ...
Newly-Emerging Blood-Borne Threat: Ebola Virus First discovered in 1976 near the Ebola River, Democratic Republic of Congo Group of viruses
within the Ebolavirus genus Rare and deadly disease, affecting non-human primates and people Transmitted from person to person via direct contact
with bodily fluids via broken skin or mucous membrane exposure
Strategic Advisory Group of Experts (SAGE) on Immunization ...
in the Ebola outbreak response in a very challenging context SAGE deliberated on the following recommendations on implementation of novel
strategies and adjusted dose regimes: 1 Implementation of innovative operational strategies Innovative operational approaches are being
implemented to address security concerns and community tensions
Novel Retinal Lesion in Ebola Survivors, Sierra Leone, 2016
Novel Retinal Lesion in Ebola Survivors, Sierra Leone, 2016 Technical Appendix 1 SL RetinaI Image Grading Form *Required 1 Reviewer * Mark only
one oval P S …
Production of Novel Ebola Virus-Like Particles from cDNAs ...
Production of Novel Ebola Virus-Like Particles from cDNAs: an Alternative to Ebola Virus Generation by Reverse Genetics Shinji Watanabe, 1 Tokiko
Watanabe, 2,3 Takeshi Noda, 2,4 Ayato Takada, 2,3
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Ebola Hemorrhagic Fever Associated with Novel Virus Strain ...
break of Ebola viral hemorrhagic fever in Bundibugyo district, western Uganda To characterize the outbreak as a requisite for determining response,
we instituted a case-series investigation We identiﬁ ed 192 suspected cases, of which 42 (22%) were laboratory positive for the novel spe-cies; 74
(38%) were probable, and 77 (40%) were negative
Ebola A Novel Of The First Outbreak By Doctor Who Was ...
ebola a novel of the first outbreak by doctor who was there william t close Ebola: A novel of the first outbreak, by a doctor who was there Mass
Market Paperback – Unabridged, June 27, 1995 by Dr William Close (Author), Joel Breman (Foreword) EBOLA A NOVEL OF THE FIRST OUTBREAK
BY DOCTOR WHO WAS THERE WILLIAM T CLOSE Author : Marina Schmid
Detection of Ebola Viral Antigen by Enzyme-Linked ...
Ebola hemorrhagic fever is increasing all over the world However, the system for the diagnosis of Ebola virus infection is available in a limited
number of countries In the present study, we developed an Ebola virus antigen-detection enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) system using
a novel monoclonal antibody (MAb) to the nucleoprotein
Identification of RUVBL1 and RUVBL2 as Novel Cellular ...
viruses Article Identiﬁcation of RUVBL1 and RUVBL2 as Novel Cellular Interactors of the Ebola Virus Nucleoprotein M Jane Morwitzer 1, Sarah R
Tritsch 2, Lisa H Cazares 2, Michael D Ward 2, Jonathan E Nuss 2, Sina Bavari 2 and St Patrick Reid 1,* 1 Department of Pathology & Microbiology,
University of Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, NE 68198-5900, USA; melodymorwitzer@unmcedu
Ebola virus – prospects for a novel virus-like-particle ...
EDITORIAL Ebola virus – prospects for a novel virus-like-particle-expressing modified vaccinia Ankara-based vaccine Harriet L Robinson a and
Andrea Marzi b aGeoVax Inc, Atlanta, GA, USA; bLaboratory of Virology, Division of Intramural Research, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases, National Institutes of Health, Hamilton, MT, USA
Ebola Hemorrhagic Fever: Novel Biomarker Correlates of ...
MAJOR ARTICLE Ebola Hemorrhagic Fever: Novel Biomarker Correlates of Clinical Outcome AnitaKMcElroy,1,2 BobbieRErickson,
1TimothyDFlietstra, 1PierreERollin, StuartTNichol, JonathanSTowner, and Christina F Spiropoulou1 1Viral Special Pathogens Branch, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, and 2Division of Pediatric Infectious Disease, Emory University School of
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